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Doodlebug Goes Missing
The circle was closed and most were gone. Our RA, Religious Advisor, Wilma handed
Not Long Enough a cold beer saying “beer helps” as a first-time experience came to our
GM. He had a missing 83-year-old hasher and now rapidly approaching darkness. NLE
went to the hares but they said that once you leave the laager you're on your own adding
that doing anything now would just put more people at risk as they sped away.
Shit happens but accidents really aren't. Little Focker always walks with Doodlebug and
she always carries her phone. Today she stayed at the laager and he went alone, without
a phone. Several walkers commented they'd seen him having difficulty on the first hill,
but now the circle was closed and he was more than an hour overdue. Hopes were that
Doodlebug would somehow find a way to a road, reach a phone and call LF, but no call
came. With full darkness set in a good 30 minutes
Doodlebug emerged from the darkness sweating
profusely but with a great smile—Little Focker
handed him a cold, cold beer. He'd seen the lights of
the second circle. Our RA was right again, beer
definitely helps, and we all had another!
Our hares gave us a thoroughly enjoyable run made
even better from the light drizzle ending of a huge

storm that lashed us all morning. Along the run we climbed and descended several
several ridges on very runable trails with a few steep connectors, some natural, others
hacked out. The wet, leaf-covered trails dampened out nearly all sounds, apparently
even the horn that NLE was blowing as he and Fungus stayed in front working out the
checks. It's not often a septuagenarian gets to the front, much less stay there a
significant amount of time earning Fungus several beers in the circle.

Returners Campari and Sort Circuit were welcomed back when Invisible Man charged in
taking Campari's down-down away saying he hadn't paid his registration yet! GM then
got JC in asking why he didn't come in with the returners, hadn't he been allowed to
return to his house? Jaws came in for announcements explaining he'd visited Gorgeous
in hospital and he was improving. This brought Swollen Colon in saying for all these
years Gorgeous had been touting drinking ethanol as you'd live to 100 but here he was in
hospital at 83. Nice, SC, very sensitive! We actually thought of you when we heard the
2 gunshots on the run today. Shot at again we guessed!
Jaws stepped in as steward, replacing Top Off who'd fucked
off, saying I've a few jokes! The circle groaned as he fired off:
There once was a young man from St Luu who gave his
dear sister a screw. He said with aplomb “you're better than
mom”. She said “that's what dad told me too”.
There once was a rabbi named Keith, who circumcised
men with his teeth. It was not for the leisure, or the sensual
pleasure, but to get at the cheese
underneath.
Great spot Jaws, Good run of course,
circle closed. Welcome back Doodlebug!
ON ON, Scribe, Fungus (more pictures)

